
 

It is important to understand  that every individual experiences and responds to trauma

differently. Consequently, what constitutes appropriate language will often differ from

person to person. It is important to be considerate of each person as all stories are valid. 

Respectful language is language that supports the survivor and validates their experience

and response to trauma.  

Trauma-Informed language is respectful language that does not place blame on a survivor

(gaslighting), does not question their experience, and does not attempt to 'fix' a survivor.

The appropriate use of trigger or content warnings can also be a demonstration of trauma-

informed language as it allows individuals the autonomy to choose whether to expose

themselves to potentially re-traumatising content.         

 

 

SEXUAL  VIOLENCE  ON  ANU  CAMPUS

LANGUAGE

#EVERYONEKNOWSSOMEONEANU

Disclaimer: We acknowledge and respect that every individual experiences trauma differently. This language guide is based from
primary research we conducted at the ANU. 

DO DON'T

Touch or hug people without askingAsk someone before you touch them, even for a

hug or touching their arm or leg

Refer to people with sexual violence

experiences as 'survivors'

Refer to people with sexual violence

experiences as 'victims'

Disclose the identity of survivors

Victim blame

Slut shame

Keep the confidentiality of individuals who

disclose an assault

Make rape jokes in any context, even if

unrelated to an instance of sexual violence

Discuss vivid descriptions of sexual assault,

self harm, or any self destructive behaviour

Overdisclose instances of sexual violence,

such as details of an event

Educate yourself on the issue of sexual violence

in order to understand how language can affect

survivors

Be willing to learn 

Listen to others and their experiences

Be an ally to survivors of sexual violence

Be an effective bystander, and call people out

for using inappropriate language

Have meaningful, safe conversations about

sexual violence, trauma, and mental

illness/health

Engage in positive role-modelling behaviour

Respectfully discourage 'slutshaming' and 'lock

room talk'

Believe survivors and be judgement free

Use other people's experiences with trauma

or mental illness for your own purposes

Excuse behaviour, e.g. "Boys will be boys"

Language surrounding trauma-related mental illness needs to be understanding, respectful,

supportive, validating, and trauma-informed. 


